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Abstract: With the development of satellite-terrestrial network (STN), mobile edge computing (MEC)
servers are deployed at low orbit earth (LEO) satellites to provide computing services for user devices
(UEs) in areas without terrestrial network coverage. There is symmetry between satellite networks
and terrestrial networks, but there is asymmetry between their resources. Computing resources of
satellites’ MEC servers may not be enough. The satellite-terrestrial cooperation is promising, where a
satellite migrates tasks to a base station (BS) in an adjacent area, thus utilizing computing resources
of the BS’s MEC server. Although there are some studies on computation offloading in STN, few
studies consider a satellite as both a relay and a computing unit to assist UEs in computing tasks.
This paper proposes a joint offloading decision and resource allocation scheme in MEC-enabled
STN, which minimizes the completion delay of all UEs’ indivisible tasks. Firstly, the optimization
problem is formulated and decomposed. Then, the proposed scheme based on potential game and
the Lagrange multiplier method makes UEs’ task offloading decisions and allocates the satellite’s
and the BS’s computing resources, thus obtaining the optimal solution through continuous iterations.
Finally, the simulation results validate that the proposed scheme can obtain better gain than other
baseline schemes.

Keywords: satellite-terrestrial network; mobile edge computing; satellite-terrestrial cooperation;
offloading decision; resource allocation

1. Introduction

With the development of networks and the popularization of user devices (UEs),
people can easily access networks and obtain desired services. However, the number
of service requests generated per moment increases significantly. Moreover, more and
more delay-sensitive and computation-intensive applications, such as autonomous driving,
virtual reality, augmented reality, cloud robotics, and remote surgery, etc. [1] have been
integrated into people’s daily life. UE’s computing capabilities are limited, so they cannot
complete the tasks of these applications on their own within low delay [2]. High task
completion delay will affect the quality of user experience seriously.

Cloud servers have strong computing capabilities. However, they are deployed at
the core network layer and are too far away from UEs. Therefore, transmitting tasks to
cloud servers for computing will bring extremely high delay and extra transmission energy
consumption [3]. Mobile edge computing (MEC) proposed by the European Telecommuni-
cation Standardization Organization (ETSI) has attracted people’s attention. It makes the
information technology (IT) service environment and cloud computing capacity sink from
the cloud to the wireless access network, enforces the computing capacity to the edge of
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mobile networks, and reduces the response delay effectively [4]. Users can offload tasks to
nearby network edges for computing via terrestrial networks, e.g., cellular networks [5].

To implement MEC in cellular networks, an MEC server with computing capability
is deployed at a base station (BS). The BS can receive tasks offloaded by UEs within its
coverage area and use its MEC server to compute tasks [6]. This not only makes up for UEs’
computing capabilities, prolongs their battery life, but also achieves better service [7].

Terrestrial networks cover only about 20% of the earth’s land area, and less than 6% of
its surface [8]. Satellite networks can complement and expand terrestrial networks, so as to
achieve seamless global coverage, e.g., low earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks can provide
users with all-weather stable and reliable services in both densely populated areas and
rural areas [9]. In order to expand the service scope and provide reliable and on-demand
services, etc., the convergence of satellite networks and terrestrial networks, i.e., satellite-
terrestrial networks (STNs) has become a research hotspot [10]. STN has advantages, e.g.,
wide coverage, strong robustness, etc. This paper introduces MEC into STN, i.e., the study
is carried out in MEC-enabled STN.

For the areas that are not covered by terrestrial networks, users can rely on satellite
networks to obtain services. Comparing with terrestrial networks, LEO satellite networks
can provide high-capacity backhaul, large coverage, and more flexible network access
services [11]. In addition, LEO satellite networks have advantages, e.g., low transmission
loss and low transmission delay, which can ensure UEs’ quality of service (QoS) [12]. MEC
servers can be deployed at LEO satellites, so users can obtain MEC services by commu-
nicating with LEO satellites [13]. UEs can offload tasks to LEO satellites for computing.
Comparing with sending tasks to the remote cloud, the delay is improved significantly [14].

It should be noted that there is symmetry between satellite networks and terrestrial
networks, but there is asymmetry between their resources. Comparing with MEC servers
of BSs, MEC servers of LEO satellites have fewer computing resources. When overmany
UEs request tasks simultaneously or overmany computing resources are required, LEO
satellites’ MEC servers may not provide sufficient computing resources for all UEs [15].
The ideal gain cannot be obtained only by offloading tasks to LEO satellites for computing.
This situation highlights the necessity of satellite-terrestrial cooperation. LEO satellites
migrate some tasks to BSs in adjacent areas, utilizing computing resources of the BSs’ MEC
servers to compute tasks.

In addition, computation offloading will cause additional delay [16], such as the delay
of transmitting tasks on the uplink, which does not exist in local computing. Therefore,
reasonable task offloading decision and computing resource allocation are very important
in satellite-terrestrial cooperation, i.e., the cooperation between the LEO satellite in the local
area and the terrestrial BS in the adjacent area, which assists UEs in computing tasks.

In this paper, the STN consists of UEs, an LEO satellite, and a BS. Considering tasks
of UEs in a rural area. The LEO satellite and the BS work as computing nodes, which can
assist UEs computing tasks through satellite-terrestrial cooperation. This paper proposes
a joint offloading decision and resource allocation scheme in MEC-enabled STN, which
minimizes the completion delay of all UEs’ indivisible tasks.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

• The system model of MEC-enabled STN is designed, which utilizes the satellite-
terrestrial cooperation to provide MEC services for UEs in the rural area without
coverage of terrestrial networks. The joint offloading decision and resource alloca-
tion problem to minimize the task completion delay of all UEs is formulated, and
then decomposed into the task offloading decision problem and computing resource
allocation problem.

• A joint offloading decision and resource allocation scheme is proposed. The computing
resource allocation problem is first decomposed into two sub-problems, which is
according to the LEO satellite and the BS, respectively. Both sub-problems are convex
and can be solved by Lagrange multiplier method. The task offloading decision
problem is considered as a multi-UEs task offloading game, which is proved to be an
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exact potential game (EPG) and reach a Nash equilibrium (NE) within a finite number
of iterations.

• The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated by extensive simulations. The
simulation results denote that the proposed scheme can achieve better performance
gain compared with other baseline schemes.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The related work is presented in
Section 2. Section 3 describes the system model. The UEs’ task completion delay minimiza-
tion problem is formulated in Section 4. The solving process and the proposed scheme are
exhibited in Section 5. In Section 6, the simulation results and discussion are presented.
The conclusion is provided in Section 7.

2. Related Work

At present, there are some studies on computation offloading in STN. Wang et al. [17]
proposed a double computation offloading algorithm based on STN, in which tasks are
assigned to edge servers at the lowest cost, so as to minimize system energy consumption
and reduce task offloading delay. Zhang et al. [18] proposed the satellite MEC, which allows
UEs without a nearby MEC server to enjoy MEC services through satellite links. It also
designed a cooperative computation offloading model to realize STN parallel computing,
which minimizes user perceived delay and system energy consumption by optimizing task
scheduling. Cheng et al. [19] designed a space–air–ground integrated network (SAGIN)
architecture, which includes Internet of Things (IoT) devices, unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), and satellites. UAVs have edge servers, and satellites provide access to cloud
servers. A learning-based computing offloading approach was proposed, thus converging
fast and reducing total cost. Xie et al. [20] proposed an architecture named satellite-
terrestrial integrated edge computing network (STECN), which includes edge computing
clusters, terrestrial MEC platforms, and satellite MEC platforms. The former two are closer
to UEs, but have the limited service scope. The latter has the large service scope, but is
further from UEs, the transmission delay is higher. Zhang et al. [21] designed a double
intelligent satellite-terrestrial integrated network. The satellite MEC server assists the
terrestrial MEC server to compute tasks offloaded by users. A task migration strategy
based on greedy algorithm was proposed, so as to achieve load balancing and reduce system
delay. Chen et al. [22] proposed a Ka/Q-band satellite-terrestrial integrated network (STIN),
where satellites are equipped with transparent repeaters without computing capabilities.
Satellites receive tasks offloaded by Internet of remote things (IoRT) devices, and then
forward tasks to ground stations. A learning-based computation offloading approach
was proposed, thus improving the total reward, increasing the number of tasks satisfied,
and decreasing the power consumption. Song et al. [23] proposed an MEC framework
for the satellite-terrestrial IoT. With the assistance of satellite-terrestrial terminals, mobile
devices of IoT can offload tasks to LEO satellites for computing. It also proposed an energy-
efficient algorithm of computation offloading and resource allocation, so as to minimize
the weighted sum of energy consumption of IoT mobile devices. Pang et al. [24] proposed
a coded computation offloading strategy (CCOS) in STIN, thus migrating ultra-dense
computing tasks on the ground to distributed satellite constellations. The access satellite
receives tasks and transmits them to other satellites without providing computing services.
The effect of stragglers is alleviated, and the delay-energy tradeoff cost is minimized. Wang
et al. [25] designed a satellite-terrestrial double edge computing network architecture,
where the computing capability of overloaded terrestrial MEC server is supplemented by
LEO satellite MEC server. The former executes tasks in serial, the latter executes tasks in
parallel. The local computing of IoT nodes is not considered. A joint optimization method
of BS task execution order and satellite resource allocation was proposed, which increases
the profit of MEC resource providers, and meanwhile satisfies QoE requirements of tasks.
However, as far as we know, there are few studies on satellite-terrestrial cooperation, where
a satellite as both a relay and a computing unit, assisting UEs in computing tasks.
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3. System Model

In this section, the network model, the channel model, and the computation model are
introduced in detail and sequence.

3.1. Network Model

As shown in Figure 1, this paper considers a rural area that is not covered by terrestrial
networks. There is an LEO satellite with an MEC server in space that can cover this area.
The computing capability of the MEC server deployed at the LEO satellite is weaker than
that of the MEC server deployed at the BS. N UEs are randomly distributed in this area,
and the set is expressed as N . These UEs are very small aperture terminals (VAST), which
are equipped with directional antennas, so UEs can communicate with the LEO satellite
directly. Each UE requests an indivisible task with two attributes, e.g., UE i requests task i
(ci, ai), ci is the computing intensity, i.e., the computing resources required to compute 1 bit
of task i (cycles per bit), and ai is the data size of task i (bits). UEs can offload tasks to the
LEO satellite, utilizing its MEC server to compute tasks. There is a BS deployed with an
MEC server in an adjacent area, and the BS connects to a near gateway by wired connection.
In addition to computing tasks by itself, the LEO satellite can migrate some tasks to the BS
and make use of its MEC server to compute tasks. Different UEs have different computing
capabilities. MEC servers have more computing resources than UEs, but their computing
resources are limited. UE i has three strategies to complete its own task. UE i computes task
i locally, i.e., local computing. UE i offloads task i to the LEO satellite, task i is computed by
the LEO satellite’s MEC server, i.e., LEO satellite edge computing. UE i offloads task i to
the LEO satellite, and the LEO satellite migrates task i to the BS, task i is computed by the
BS’s MEC server, i.e., LEO satellite-assisted terrestrial edge computing.

task offloading

local computing

MEC server

task N
task 3

task 1

UE 1
UE 3

UE N

BS

UE 2

task 2

LEO satellite

some tasks

task migration

Gateway

Figure 1. Network model.

3.2. Channel Model

To avoid interference among UEs, the orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) is used, which allocates a sub-channel with the same bandwidth to each UE. The
satellite-terrestrial transmission link between UEs and the satellite uses Ka band [26]. Since
line-of-sight (LOS) transmission is mainly considered, the link uses the Ricean channel and
takes into account free-space path loss (FSPL) and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
The achievable data rate of the link between UE i and the LEO satellite is

ri,S = Bi,Slog2

(
1 +

pigiGrHi,S

N0i,S

)
, (1)

Bi,S is the bandwidth of the sub-channel (Hertz), pi is the transmitting power of UE i
(Watt), gi is the transmitting antenna gain of UE i, Gr is the receiving antenna gain of the
LEO satellite, Hi,S is the channel gain of the link, and N0i,S is the noise power of the link.
Gr ≈ (4DRA fu/c )2, DRA is the diameter of the LEO satellite receiving antenna (meter) [27],
and fu is the carrier frequency of the uplink (Hertz). Hi,S = (hi,S)

2, channel coefficient
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hi,S = ρi,S/
√

Lf
i,S, ρi,S is the Ricean stochastic variable, Lf

i,S is FSPL, Lf
i,S = (4πdi,S fu/c)2, c is

the speed of light (meter per second), di,S is the distance between UE i and the LEO satellite

(meter). As shown in Figure 2, di,S =
√
(Re)

2 + (Re + hs)
2 − 2Re(Re + hs) cos θec, where

Re is the earth radius, hs is the orbital height of the LEO satellite, and θec is the geocentric an-
gle corresponding to the area covered by the LEO satellite.
θec = arccos[Re cos θu/(Re + hs)] − θu, θu is the elevation angle between UE i on the
ground and the LEO satellite in space [28].

LEO satellite

UE i

MEC server

s
h

,Si
d

e
R

u
θ

ec
θ

Figure 2. Illustration of di,S.

The satellite-terrestrial transmission link between the LEO satellite and the gateway
uses Ka band [26]. Since LOS transmission is mainly considered, the link uses the Ricean
channel and considers FSPL and AWGN. The achievable data rate of the link between the
LEO satellite and the gateway is

rS,G = BS,Glog2

(
1 +

PGtGgHS,G

N0S,G

)
, (2)

BS,G is the bandwidth of the sub-channel (Hertz), P is the transmitting power of the
LEO satellite (Watt), Gt is the transmitting antenna gain of the LEO satellite, Gg is the
receiving antenna gain of the gateway, HS,G is the channel gain of the link, N0S,G is the
noise power of the link. Gt ≈ (4DTA fd/c )2, DTA is the diameter of the LEO satellite
transmitting antenna (meter) [27], and fd is the carrier frequency of the downlink (Hertz).
Similarly, Gg ≈

(
4Dg fd/c

)2, Dg is the diameter of the gateway satellite antenna (meter).

HS,G = (hS,G)
2, channel coefficient hS,G = ρS,G/

√
Lf

S,G, ρS,G is the Ricean stochastic variable,

Lf
S,G is FSPL, Lf

S,G = (4πdS,G fd/c)2, dS,G is the distance between the LEO satellite and the
gateway (meter). dS,G is computed in the same way as di,S, except that θec is computed with
θg instead of θu, θg is the elevation angle between the gateway on the ground and the LEO
satellite in space.

3.3. Computation Model

The indicator variables xi,0, xi,S, xi,B ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ N are set to represent task offload-
ing decisions. When UE i chooses local computing, xi,0 = 1, otherwise, xi,0 = 0. When UE i
chooses LEO satellite edge computing, xi,S = 1, otherwise, xi,S = 0. When UE i chooses
LEO satellite-assisted terrestrial edge computing, xi,B = 1, otherwise, xi,B = 0.

When xi,0 = 1, the delay is the delay that UE i computes task i.

Di,0 =
ciai
fi,0

, (3)

fi,0 is the computing capability of UE i (cycles per second).
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The size of computing result data is usually much smaller than that of input data.
Therefore, the delay of sending result data from the MEC server at the LEO satellite or the
BS back to UEs is ignored. However, the propagation delay from the LEO satellite to UEs
and from the gateway to the LEO satellite cannot be ignored [29].

When xi,S = 1, the delay includes the delay that UE i offloads task i to the LEO satellite,
the propagation delay between UE i and the LEO satellite, and the delay that the LEO
satellite’s MEC server computes task i.

Di,S =
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ciai
fi,S

, (4)

fi,S are computing resources allocated to task i by the LEO satellite’s MEC server (cycles
per second).

When xi,B = 1, the delay includes the delay that UE i offloads task i to the LEO satellite,
the propagation delay between UE i and the LEO satellite, the delay that the LEO satellite
migrates task i to the gateway, the propagation delay between the LEO satellite and the
gateway, and the delay that the BS’s MEC server computes task i. Because there is a wired
connection between the gateway and the BS, the corresponding delay between them is very
low, so it is ignored here.

Di,B =
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ai
rS,G

+
2dS,G

c
+

ciai
fi,B

, (5)

fi,B are computing resources allocated to task i by the BS’s MEC server (cycles per second).

4. Problem Formulation

The task completion delay of UE i can be expressed as

Ui = xi,0Di,0 + xi,SDi,S + xi,BDi,B

= xi,0
ciai
fi,0

+ xi,S

(
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ciai
fi,S

)
+ xi,B

(
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ai
rS,G

+
2dS,G

c
+

ciai
fi,B

)
.

(6)

The completion delay of all UEs’ tasks can be expressed as U = ∑i∈N Ui. The opti-
mization objective of this paper is to minimize the completion delay of all UEs’ tasks. The
optimization variables are the task offloading decisions of UEs, i.e., xi,0, xi,S, xi,B and the
computing resource allocation of the LEO satellite’s MEC server and the BS’s MEC server,
i.e., fi,S, fi,B. The optimization problem P is as follows.

min{ xi,0,xi,S,xi,B,
fi,S, fi,B

}U (7a)

s.t. ∑
i∈N

xi,S fi,S ≤ FS, (7b)

∑
i∈N

xi,B fi,B ≤ FB, (7c)

0 ≤ fi,S ≤ FS, ∀i ∈ N , (7d)

0 ≤ fi,B ≤ FB, ∀i ∈ N , (7e)

xi,0 + xi,S + xi,B = 1, ∀i ∈ N , (7f)

xi,0, xi,S, xi,B ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ N . (7g)

Equation (7a) is the objective function. (7b) represents that computing resources
allocated to task i cannot surpass the resources owned by the LEO satellite’s MEC server,
i.e., FS. (7c) shows that computing resources allocated to task i cannot exceed the resources
owned by the BS’s MEC server, i.e., FB. (7d) and (7e) mean that the MEC server’s computing
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resource allocation for task i is nonnegative. (7f) denotes that only one strategy is selected
to complete task i. (7g) means xi,0, xi,S, and xi,B are 0 or 1.

5. Algorithm Design

Since P involves discrete variables, i.e., xi,0, xi,S, xi,B, and continuous variables, i.e.,
fi,S, fi,B, it is a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem (MINLP), which is NP hard
and difficult to solve. Hence, we propose a joint offloading decision and resource allocation
scheme based on potential game and Lagrange multiplier method, where P is decomposed
into two sub-problems, i.e., the LEO satellite’s and the BS’s computing resource allocation,
and UEs’ task offloading decision.

5.1. Resource Allocation

Assuming that x∗i,0, x∗i,S, and x∗i,B are fixed, the setsN D =
{

i
∣∣x∗i,0 = 1

}
,N S =

{
i
∣∣x∗i,S = 1

}
,

and N B =
{

i
∣∣x∗i,B = 1

}
can be obtained, P can be transformed into the problem P1.

min
{ fi,S, fi,B}

∑
i∈ND

ciai
fi,0

+ ∑
i∈N S

(
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ciai
fi,S

)
+ ∑

i∈N B

(
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ai
rS,G

+
2dS,G

c
+

ciai
fi,B

)
(8a)

s.t. ∑
i∈N S

fi,S ≤ FS, (8b)

∑
i∈N B

fi,B ≤ FB, (8c)

0 ≤ fi,S ≤ FS, ∀i ∈ N S, (8d)

0 ≤ fi,B ≤ FB, ∀i ∈ N B. (8e)

Equation (8a) is the objective function. The meanings of (8b)–(8e) are similar with
those of (7b)–(7e). It can be seen from P1 that the local computing delay is a constant, and
the computing resource allocation of the LEO satellite and that of the BS are independent.
Therefore, P1 can be decomposed into two sub-problems, i.e., P1.1 and P1.2, then f ∗i,S and
f ∗i,B can be obtained by solving them separately.
P1.1 is the computing resource allocation of the LEO satellite’s MEC server, which

can be expressed as

min
{ fi,S}

∑
i∈N S

(
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ciai
fi,S

)
(9)

s.t. (8b) and (8d).

The sum in (9) is denoted by US. ∂US/∂ fi,S = −ciai/( fi,S)
2. The first derivative

is less than 0. ∂2US/∂( fi,S)
2 = 2ciai/( fi,S)

3. The second derivative is greater than 0.
∂2US/(∂ fi,S∂ f j,S) = 0, i, j ∈ N S, i 6= j. The second mixed partial derivative is equal to 0.
Therefore, the Hessian matrix of US is positive definite, and US is convex. P1.1 can be
solved by using the Lagrange multiplier method, the Lagrange function is constructed as

L( fi,S, θ) = ∑
i∈N S

(
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ciai
fi,S

)
+ θ

(
∑

i∈N S

fi,S − FS

)
, (10)

where θ is the Lagrange multiplier and θ ≥ 0. Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions are
listed as

∂L( fi,S, θ)

∂ fi,S
= − ciai

( fi,S)
2 + θ = 0, (11)

∂L( fi,S, θ)

∂θ
= ∑

i∈N S

fi,S − FS = 0, (12)
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θ

(
∑

i∈N S

fi,S − FS

)
= 0, (13)

θ ≥ 0, (14)

(8b) and (8d).

fi,S =
√

ciai/θ is obtained from (11). Substituting it into (12), we can get ∑i∈N S
√

ciai/θ−
FS = 0, i.e., ∑i∈N S

√
ciai = FS

√
θ. So fi,S =

√
ciai/

√
θ = FS

√
ciai/(∑i∈N S

√
ciai). Consider-

ing (8d), we can deduce

f ∗i,S = min
[

max
(

FS
√

ciai

∑
i∈N S

√
ciai

, 0
)

, FS

]
. (15)

P1.2 is the computing resource allocation of the BS’s MEC server, which can be
expressed as

min
{ fi,B}

∑
i∈N B

(
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ai
rS,G

+
2dS,G

c
+

ciai
fi,B

)
(16)

s.t. (8c) and (8e).

The sum in (16) is denoted by UB. ∂UB/∂ fi,B = −ciai/( fi,B)
2. The first derivative

is less than 0. ∂2UB/∂( fi,B)
2 = 2ciai/( fi,B)

3. The second derivative is greater than 0.
∂2UB/(∂ fi,B∂ f j,B) = 0, i, j ∈ N B, i 6= j. The second mixed partial derivative is equal to 0.
Therefore, the Hessian matrix of UB is positive definite, and UB is convex. P1.2 can be
solved by using the Lagrange multiplier method, the Lagrange function is constructed as

L( fi,B, λ) = ∑
i∈N B

(
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ai
rS,G

+
2dS,G

c
+

ciai
fi,B

)
+ λ

(
∑

i∈N B

fi,B − FB

)
, (17)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier and λ ≥ 0. KKT conditions are listed as

∂L( fi,B, λ)

∂ fi,B
= − ciai

( fi,B)
2 + λ = 0, (18)

∂L( fi,B, λ)

∂λ
= ∑

i∈N B

fi,B − FB = 0, (19)

λ

(
∑

i∈N B

fi,B − FB

)
= 0, (20)

λ ≥ 0, (21)

(8c) and (8e).

It is similar to the solution process of P1.1, fi,B =
√

ciai/λ is obtained from (18).
Substituting it into (19), we can get ∑i∈N B

√
ciai/λ− FB = 0, i.e., ∑i∈N B

√
ciai = FB

√
λ. So

fi,B =
√

ciai/
√

λ = FB
√

ciai/(∑i∈N B
√

ciai). Considering (8e), we can deduce

f ∗i,B = min
[

max
(

FB
√

ciai

∑
i∈N B

√
ciai

, 0
)

, FB

]
. (22)

5.2. Offloading Decision

When f ∗i,S and f ∗i,B are given, P can be reformulated to the problem P2.
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min
{xi,0,xi,S,xi,B}

∑
i∈N

[
xi,0

ciai
fi,0

+ xi,S

(
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ciai
fi,S

)
+ xi,B

(
ai

ri,S
+

2di,S

c
+

ai
rS,G

+
2dS,G

c
+

ciai
fi,B

)]
(23)

s.t. (7f) and (7g).

This is an integer programming (IP) problem, which is difficult to solve by traditional
optimization methods, e.g., the convex optimization [30]. Because computing resources
of the LEO satellite’s MEC server and the BS’s MEC server are limited, there is a fierce
competition for them among UEs. Therefore, this paper considers P2 as a multi-UEs
task offloading game and uses the game theory approach to solve it, so as to obtain an
approximate optimal solution within acceptable time.

P2 can be constructed as a game G = {N ,Yi, Vi}, where N is the set of participants,
i.e., UEs. Yi = {0, 1, 2} is the strategy space, i.e., the set of all optional task offloading
strategies of UE i, and yi represents the task offloading decision of UE i. yi = 0 denotes
{xi,0 = 1, xi,S = 0, xi,B = 0}, yi = 1 denotes {xi,0 = 0, xi,S = 1, xi,B = 0}, yi = 2 denotes
{xi,0 = 0, xi,S = 0, xi,B = 1}. Vi is the payoff function of UE i, because the payoff needs to
be maximized, and Ui should be minimized, so Vi = −Ui. Vi(yi, y−i) represents the payoff
that UE i selects yi when y−i is given, where y−i indicates the task offloading decisions of
UEs except UE i. In the game process, each UE is purely rational or selfish, hoping to make
the task offloading decision that can obtain the most payoff. The decision of each UE affects
the payoffs of other UEs, so it is necessary to obtain an optimal decision set recognized by
all UEs [31]. This is the solution of the game process, i.e., NE, which is defined as follows:

Definition 1. Nash equilibrium. If and only if no UE i can unilaterally change its task offloading
decision to increase its own payoff when the task offloading decisions of other UEs remain unchanged,
the task offloading decision set y∗ =

(
y∗1 , y∗2 , y∗3 , . . . , y∗N

)
is an NE of G and can be expressed as

Vi
(
y∗i , y∗−i

)
≥ Vi

(
yi, y∗−i

)
, ∀i ∈ N , ∀y∗i , yi ∈ Yi, y∗i 6= yi.

In this case, the game reaches an equilibrium state, and the task offloading decision
set can be accepted by all UEs. The EPG is defined as follows:

Definition 2. Exact potential game. If and only if there exists a potential function Γ, which satisfies
Vi(yi, y−i)− Vi(y′ i, y−i) = Γ(yi, y−i)− Γ(y′ i, y−i), ∀i ∈ N , ∀yi, y′ i ∈ Yi, yi 6= y′ i. The game
is an EPG [32].

No matter which UE changes its task offloading decision, its payoff function and
potential function will show the same variation tendency.

Corollary 1. G is an EPG with at least one pure strategy NE and finite improvement property (FIP).

Proof of Corollary 1. The potential function is set to be Γ(yi, y−i) = −∑i∈N Ui(yi, y−i).
When UE i changes yi to y′ i. The variation of its payoff function is Vi(yi, y−i)−Vi(y′ i, y−i) =
−Ui(yi, y−i)+Ui(y′ i, y−i). The variation of the potential function is Γ(yi, y−i)−Γ(y′ i, y−i) =
−∑i∈N Ui(yi, y−i) + ∑i∈N Ui(y′ i, y−i) = −Ui(yi, y−i)− ∑n 6=i Un(yn, y−n) + Ui(y′ i, y−i) +

∑n 6=i Un(yn, y−n) = −Ui(yi, y−i)+Ui(y′ i, y−i). Thus, there exists Vi(yi, y−i)−Vi(y′ i, y−i) =
Γ(yi, y−i)− Γ(y′ i, y−i), ∀i ∈ N , ∀yi, y′ i ∈ Yi, yi 6= y′ i. G is an EPG. The strategy space of G
is finite. According to [32], each finite potential game has a pure strategy NE and FIP. So G
has a pure strategy NE and FIP. Corollary 1 is proved.

Regardless of UEs’ initial strategy selection and change order, G will converge to an
NE within a finite number of iterations that can increase the payoff [33].
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5.3. Joint Offloading Decision and Resource Allocation

The joint offloading decision and resource allocation scheme based on potential game,
Lagrange multiplier method, and satellite-terrestrial cooperation (JODRA-PGLMC) is pro-
posed in this paper. t is the iteration number, tmax is the maximum iteration number. y(t)
denotes UEs’ task offloading decisions in the (t− 1)th iteration. All UEs’ task offloading
decisions are initialized to local computing. During each iteration, each UE tries to change
its task offloading decision while the task offloading decisions of other UEs remain un-
changed. If the UE gets more payoff, its task offloading decision will be changed, otherwise,
its task offloading decision will be unchanged. The payoff is bounded due to the limited
strategy space, when no UE can gain more payoff by changing its task offloading decision,
the algorithm will converge and obtain the local or global optimal solution of P [34]. In
this case, the game reaches the NE. y(t) is equivalent to y∗ =

(
y∗1 , y∗2 , y∗3 , . . . , y∗N

)
, which

is the optimal task offloading decisions of UEs, i.e., x∗i,0, x∗i,S, x∗i,B, corresponding f ∗i,S and
f ∗i,B are the optimal computing resource allocation. Thus, the minimum U can be obtained.
The complexity of the algorithm is O(tmaxN). The detailed steps of JODRA-PGLMC is
expressed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 JODRA-PGLMC

1: Initialize y(1) = {yi = 0, ∀i ∈ N}. Set t = 1. Set tmax.
2: while 1 ≤ t ≤ tmax do
3: t = t + 1.
4: for each UE i ∈ N do
5: Calculate Vi(yi(t− 1), y−i(t− 1)).
6: Obtain y′ i and y′′ i, y′ i, y′′ i ∈ Yi/{yi(t− 1)} , y′ i 6= y′′ i.
7: if y′ i = 0 or y′′ i = 0 then
8: calculate Vi(y′ i, y−i(t− 1)) or Vi(y′′ i, y−i(t− 1)).
9: else if y′ i = 1 or y′′ i = 1 then

10: obtain f ∗i,S by (15), so as to calculate Vi(y′ i, y−i(t− 1)) or Vi(y′′ i, y−i(t− 1)).
11: else if y′ i = 2 or y′′ i = 2 then
12: obtain f ∗i,B by (22), so as to calculate Vi(y′ i, y−i(t− 1)) or Vi(y′′ i, y−i(t− 1)).
13: end if
14: Compare Vi(yi(t− 1), y−i(t− 1)), Vi(y′ i, y−i(t− 1)) with Vi(y′′ i, y−i(t− 1)), up-

date yi(t− 1) to yi(t) using the task offload decision corresponding to the maxi-
mum among them.

15: end for
16: if y(t) = y(t− 1) then
17: break.
18: end if
19: end while
20: return y(t).

6. Results and Discussion

This section lists the simulation parameters. The optimization objective is evaluated by
comparing our scheme with other baseline schemes. The simulation results are presented
and discussed.

6.1. Simulation Parameter

Except for the variable parameter of each simulation, the simulation parameters are
shown in Tables 1 and 2. ai, fi,0, θu, and θg obey the random distribution. K is the Ricean
factor, which is associated with θu, θg and obeys the normal distribution, µK is the mean,
σK is the standard deviation. The main references for parameter setting are [11,17,21,26,27].
To validate JODRA-PGLMC, it is compared with other baseline schemes. The baseline
schemes are as follows. The joint offloading decision and resource allocation scheme based
on random decision, Lagrange multiplier method, and satellite-terrestrial cooperation
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(JODRA-RDLMC). The joint offloading decision and resource allocation scheme based on
potential game, Lagrange multiplier method, and non-cooperation (JODRA-PGLMNC).
The scheme that only considers computation offloading, others are the same as our scheme
(OCO). The scheme only considers local computing (OLC). All simulation results are
obtained by running MATLAB for 2000 times and taking the average value.

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

N 40 pi 2 W
ci 1000 cycles/bit ai [0.5, 5] Mbit
fi,0 [1, 2] GHz gi 43.2 dBi
Bi,S 800 MHz BS,G 800 MHz
fu 30 GHz fd 20 GHz

N0i,S −203 dBm/Hz N0S,G −203 dBm/Hz
hs 780 km P 50 W

DTA 0.5 m DRA 0.33 m
FS 15 Gcycles/s FB 60 Gcycles/s
Dg 7.3 m c 3× 108 m/s
Re 6371 km tmax 2000
θu [10◦, 90◦] θg [10◦, 30◦]

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value Value Value Value Value Value Value Value Value

θu, θg 10◦ 20◦ 30◦ 40◦ 50◦ 60◦ 70◦ 80◦ 90◦

µK (dB) 25.43 12.72 8.40 6.52 5.24 4.57 4.02 3.70 3.62
σK (dB) 7.04 7.47 7.18 6.88 5.28 4.92 3.40 2.22 2.28

6.2. Simulation Results and Disscusion

As depicted in Figure 3, as the number of UEs, i.e., N increases, the delay of all
schemes increases. The delay of our scheme is always minimal. When N ≤ 30, the delay of
JODRA-PGLMC and that of OCO are almost the same. When N > 30, the gap becomes
apparent gradually. It can be seen that there is an intersection for OCO and OLC between
N = 50 and N = 60. When N ≤ 50, JODRA-PGLMC and OCO are closer. When N ≥ 60,
JODRA-PGLMC and OLC are closer. This indicates that when N is small, UEs can obtain
more computing resources by computation offloading. Therefore, most UEs tend to offload
tasks to the LEO satellite or the BS. When N is large, UEs can obtain few computing
resources from the LEO satellite or the BS. So UEs tend to compute tasks locally. The delay
of JODRA-PGLMC is lower than that of JODRA-RDLMC, and the gap increases gradually,
indicating that potential game can obtain a better task offloading decision effectively. The
difference between JODRA-PGLMC and JODRA-PGLMNC means the gain brought by
the satellite-terrestrial cooperation. The satellite migrates tasks to the BS in an adjacent
area can bring stable gain. Comparing with the difference between JODRA-PGLMC and
OLC, the difference between JODRA-PGLMNC and OLC is smaller, because computing
resources of the LEO satellite’s MEC server are much less than those of the BS’s MEC server.
The gain that can be brought by offloading tasks to the LEO satellite is limited. The delay
of JODRA-PGLMC is always lower than that of OLC, and they have a relatively stable
difference, which demonstrates that no matter offloading tasks to the LEO satellite or the
BS can bring gain for UEs, and also confirms the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
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Figure 3. Delay vs. number of UEs.

As shown in Figure 4, with the increase of computation intensity, i.e., ci, the delay
of all schemes increases. Because computing resources required by tasks increase, the
corresponding task computing delay also increases. The delay of our scheme is lower than
that of JODRA-RDLMC, which indicates that the potential game can obtain an appropriate
task offloading decision, thus reducing the delay. Comparing with the delay of JODRA-
PGLMNC, the delay of JODRA-PGLMC is lower, and the difference between them increases
gradually, which means that offloading tasks to the BS can bring higher gain with the
increase of ci, and also illustrates the necessity of satellite-terrestrial cooperation. The delay
of JODRA-PGLMC is lower than that of OCO, and they are the closest. The reason is that
the more computing resources tasks require, the fewer UEs that the LEO satellite can assist,
many tasks are migrated to the BS for computing. The delay of OLC is the highest among
all schemes, and the difference between OLC and JODRA-PGLMC is getting bigger and
bigger. This proves that both the proper task offloading decision and the proper computing
resource allocation are very important and can bring significant gain for UEs.
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Figure 4. Delay vs. computation intensity.

As depicted in Figure 5, it is assumed that the data size of each task, i.e., ai is the
same, and the delay of all schemes increases with the increase of ai. Because bigger ai will
lead to higher task transmission delay and task migration delay. Moreover, when ci is
fixed, computing resources required by tasks are proportional to ai. In other words, task
computing delay will also increase with the increase of ai. The delay of JODRA-PGLMC is
much lower than that of JODRA-RDLMC, and the difference increases gradually, which
indicates that potential game can make UEs’ task offloading decisions effectively. The
difference between JODRA-PGLMC’s delay and JODRA-PGLMNC’s delay represents the
gain brought by migrating task from the satellite to the BS for computing. This gradually
increasing difference proves the effectiveness and necessity of satellite-terrestrial coopera-
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tion. The delay of JODRA-PGLMC is closest to that of OCO, and is furthest from that of
OLC. This means that when N is small, e.g., N = 40, computation offloading can obtain
more gain. The delay of JODRA-PGLMC is always the lowest among all schemes, which
indicates that the proposed scheme can reduce UEs’ task completion delay successfully.
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Figure 5. Delay vs. data size of each task.

As shown in Figure 6, with the increase of computing resources of the satellite, i.e., FS,
the delay of all schemes except OLC presents a decreasing trend. In addition, the delay
of JODRA-PGLMC, JODRA-PGLMNC, and OCO decreases slowly, while that of JODRA-
RDLMC decreases rapidly. Because the more computing resources the satellite has, the
more computing resources can be allocated to UEs’ tasks, which reduces the task computing
delay. However, computing resources of the satellite’s MEC server are far less than those of
the BS’s MEC server, the gain brought for UEs is limited. Therefore, the number of UEs
that offload tasks to the satellite for computing is relatively small. In JODRA-RDLMC,
each UE is likely to offload its task to the satellite for computing, i.e., more tasks are
computed by the satellite’s MEC server. Therefore, its delay is affected by FS significantly.
However, because the random decision is not optimal, its delay is high, even the highest
when FS < 12 Gcycles/s. The delay of JODRA-PGLMC is lower than that of JODRA-
RDLMC, indicating that a suitable task offloading decision can be obtained by potential
game. Compared with JODRA-PGLMNC’s delay, JODRA-PGLMC’s delay is lower, and
the difference between them is relatively stable, which illustrates that satellite-terrestrial
cooperation is effective. The delay of OCO is higher than that of JODRA-PGLMC, which
means that all UEs offload tasks to the MEC server is not optimal, and also indicates the
importance of an appropriate task offloading decision. Because OLC is independent of
computation offloading, its delay is not affected by changes of FS, and remains unchanged
basically. The great difference between its delay and JODRA-PGLMC’s delay proves the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

As depicted in Figure 7, with the increase of computing resources of the BS, i.e., FB, the
delay of JODRA-PGLMNC and OLC remains unchanged basically, while the delay of other
schemes decreases gradually. Since JODRA-PGLMNC and OLC do not involve the BS, their
delay is not affected by the variation of FB. The more computing resources the BS has, the
more computing resources it can allocate to UEs’ tasks, thus reducing task computing delay.
There is an intersection between JODRA-RDLMC and OCO. When FB ≤ 45 Gcycles/s, the
delay of JODRA-PGLMC is closer to that of JODRA-RDLMC. When FB > 45 Gcycles/s,
the delay of JODRA-PGLMC is closer to that of OCO. The reason is that when FB is few,
the gain from computation offloading is relatively limited. If a UE makes a task offloading
decision randomly, local computing may be selected, which can obtain more gain. When FB
is many, computation offloading can provide more gain for UEs. It can be seen that when
FB is abundant, the delay of OCO is very close to that of JODRA-PGLMC. This indicates
that rich computing resources of the BS make more UEs tend to offload tasks. The delay of
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JODRA-PGLMC is much lower than that of JODRA-RDLMC, and the difference increases
gradually, which proves that potential game is effective in making the task offloading
decision. Comparing with JODRA-PGLMNC’s delay, JODRA-PGLMC’s delay is lower,
and the difference increases with the increase of FB, which is due to the satellite-terrestrial
cooperation. FB affects the gain for UEs provided by satellite-terrestrial cooperation directly.
The difference between JODRA-PGLMC’s delay and OLC’s delay is almost always the
largest, which proves that the proposed scheme is quite beneficial to UEs.
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Figure 6. Delay vs. computing resources of the satellite.
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Figure 7. Delay vs. computing resources of the BS.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, the symmetry between satellite networks and terrestrial networks,
and the asymmetry between their resources are considered. We research the satellite-
terrestrial cooperation in MEC-enabled STN. Different from a bent pipe satellite and a
regenerative satellite, we take into account a satellite, which functions as both a relay and a
computing unit to assist UEs in computing tasks. Most existing researches ignore on-board
processing capabilities of satellites, whereas this paper makes full and effective use of the
capabilities. We design a system model of MEC-enabled STN. Because tasks are indivisible,
computation can be performed at the UE, the satellite, or the BS. Aiming to minimize all UEs’
task completion delay, the corresponding optimization problem is formulated, and then
decomposed into a task offloading decision problem and a computing resource allocation
problem. A joint offloading decision and resource allocation scheme based on potential
game and Lagrange multiplier method is proposed to solve these problems. Simulation
results show that compared with other baseline schemes, the proposed scheme can obtain
lower completion delay of all UEs’ tasks. Although on-board processing capabilities of
satellites are currently limited, with the continuous development of hardware and software
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technology, the capabilities will be improved gradually. The research of this paper is a
theoretical exploration of a new research direction, which may be a reference for researchers
in this research direction or related research directions. If the research contributes in any
way to academia and industry, we will be honored and happy. There is still work to be done
in the future, e.g., considering inter-satellite cooperation, which uses computing resources
of MEC servers deployed at adjacent satellites to compute tasks.
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